TIME TO WORK!
UPCOMING SUBMISSION OPPORTUNITIES & WORKSHOP DEADLINES

American College of Chest Physicians
CHEST is accepting abstracts and case reports for the CHEST Annual Meeting in Chicago, IL held in October. 
Deadline for abstracts 3/31/2020

Call for Nominations
Send in nominations for faculty teachers to be recognized through SoME and ATS for the featured teacher section! Contact Breana Porteli to nominate an inspiring teacher!

Interested in teaching conferences?
The University of Vermont has a nice collection of upcoming medical education conferences to explore!

@ATSScholar is here! And there's a podcast! Now accepting submissions geared toward advancing medical education across all specialties! Some of the highlights of the first issue include published curriculum on simulation and crisis leadership, reforming milestones of ACGME, and strategies for qualitative and implementation medicine training. Check out Scholarly podcasts, a collection of conversations on medical education topics across all specialties. "They are looking for original research, "How I teach" pieces, perspectives, videos, and more. For more check out their sitee
Speaking of Podcasts, have any of you ventured into the world of podcasts as a resource for your own learning or have you created a podcast as educational material to share? Using technology in the form of a podcast to forward education techniques has become an effective tool for medical educators. The podcast allows for durable and widely available content to be shared. The exact place for podcasts and peer-review possibilities is evolving. Check out this article in the Journal of General Internal Medicine for more!